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PROSPECT used 3-vessel imaging to assess the natural history of culprit and non-culprit (NC) lesions in 697 pts with acute coronary syndrome. 
Events were adjudicated to specific lesions; NC events were divided into those with vs without rapid lesion progression (RLP, >20% angiographic 
diameter stenosis [DS] increase). Results: At 3 yrs, overall MACE rate (death, cardiac arrest, myocardial infarction [MI], unstable or progressive 
angina requiring rehospitalization or revascularization) was 20.4%: 12.9% culprit and 11.6 NC MACE with 2.6% indeterminate (not attributable 
to a culprit or NC lesion). At 3 yrs, NC events with vs without RLP occurred with equal frequency; but NC events with RLP occurred later while more 
NC events without RLP occurred in the 1st yr (Table). Importantly but uncommon, death, cardiac arrest, or MI occurred only in the setting of RLP. 
Comparing pts with vs without RLP, age, gender, risk factors (including diabetes), & hs-CRP levels were similar. Lesions with RLP were less severe at 
baseline, but more severe at the time of the event with no difference in VH-IVUS phenotype (Table). Conclusions. NC events with vs without RLP occur 
with equal frequency at 3 yrs. However, in the absence of RLP, NC events are less severe and occur earlier and in lesions that are worse at baseline 
suggesting significant stenoses that were present at the time of the 1st intervention. Conversely, NC events with RLP are more severe (death, cardiac 
arrest, MI) and occur later and in lesions that are less significant at baseline.
Comparison of NC events with vs without RLP (*p<0.0001 vs baseline)
RLP No RLP P
Time to event (days, median) 401 223 0.07
Events at 1 year 2.9% 4.1%
Events at 2 years 4.9% 5.5%
Events at 3 years 6.4% 6.7%
Baseline angiographic DS (%) 27±16 49±19 <0.0001
Follow-up angiographic DS (%) 72±14* 59±16* 0.0001
Angiographic DS progression (%) 44±18 5±8 <0.0001
VH-Fibroatheroma 77% 83% 0.7
VH-Thin cap fibroatheroma 48% 46% 1.0
